Diesel Battery Transport

Dapco Inc.
Diesel Battery Transport

Power to supply power, the Dapco Diesel Battery transport is a workhorse that will
make sure your battery powered equipment stays up and running. Equipped with dual
battery carriers, production won’t stop with this machine.

For more information please contact: Jeremy Parker
jdparker@dapcoinc.com
11500 Nebo Rd, Nebo KY 42441
Ph:270-249-3592
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Diesel Battery Transport

Dimensions:
OAH…………………………….…...46 1/2”
OAL…………………………………..319”

Hydraulic system:

OAW…………………………………132 1/2”

Open center hydraulic circuits. Fixed displacement gear
type hydraulic pump.

Gross weight…………………...88,000 lbs

55 gallon hydraulic reservoir, 100 mesh suction strainers.

Vehicle weight…………………48,000 lbs

Return line filters, spin on, 10 micron rating.

Specifications:

Charge pump filtration system.

Engine……………………….Mercedes OM904LA, 173 H P with
auto engine shut-down for high water temperature,
low oil pressure or activation of fire suppression
system.

Articulated steering, stick controlled:
Heavy duty, spherical bearing articulation joint.

Oscillation ball bearing 28”.

Cooling package………...Mesabi heavy duty, field serviceable unit. Two double acting 5”bore x 12” stroke with 2.5” rod, steering
cylinders with replaceable bearings in cylinders and
Exhaust particulate trap…..Control Systems, Cat-trap with
AR-400 frame ears.
custom made insulating blanket and exhaust monitor
Intake air system ……….dual element dry air cleaner with
restriction indicator.
Fuel capacity……………..removable 45 gal with guarded
self-closing cap
Drive………………………….Kessler 82 series drive axles

Tires………………………...40” x 20” SETCO solid tires

Front and rear braking system:
Spring applied, hydraulic released, liquid cooled multi-disc
brakes on all wheels.
Dedicated, low pressure, forced oil brake cooling system with
independent tank and filtration.
When park brake is set, transmission is de-clutched.
Automatic park brake application upon; loss of hydraulic
accumulator psi, engine oil psi, transmission psi,
electrical power or activation of fire suppression system.
Hand pump park brake tow release package.

Powershift transmission:
Clark 32000 series 4 speed, mechanical shift
1st gear 2.5mph, 2nd gear 5mph, 3rd gear 7.5mph, 4th gear
10mph

Operator station:
10” outboard for extra leg room
Heavy duty suspension seat with seat belt for operator.

Instruments and electrical:
Temperature and oil pressure gauges, clutch pressure and
converter temperature gauges, voltmeter, electrical master
switch on battery positive circuit, tach/hour meter,
five, LED lights: two front lights, two rear lights, one cab
mounted side light all with reinforced light guards,
Wiring: Over-current protection on all circuits
Instruments, switches and indicator lights mounted in
sealed electrical box, Brake accumulator pressure
gauges, low pressure warning light, park brake
“applied” warning light, engine shut down warning
light.

Standard equipment:
Battery lifting arms on each end of machine, arranged to
transport (2) Joy/Stamler, ground based coal hauler batteries
Hydraulic tank fill cap cover and drain box.
12 nozzle 30# dry Ansul fire suppression systems, auto
actuation, tied to engine shutdown.
Epoxy paint with red & silver reflective tape on all sides

Optional equipment:
Engine……..157 hp MSHA Approved, Deutz 1013
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